**Air Hitchhiker** – pollution that travels in the air – like dust, gases or pollen.

**Air Pollution** – gases or particles floating around that may cause some people to get sick.

**Air Quality** – how clean or dirty the air is. The better the air quality, the cleaner it is.

**Air Quality Index** – a color-coded scale that tells us if the air is clean or dirty each day.

**Air Quality Advisory** – a warning system used to let people know when air pollution is high.

**Allergen** – something that can cause an allergic reaction. Pollen, mold, pet fur, and peanut butter are all examples.

**Argon** – a very common gas in air that has no taste, smell, or color. We use it in light bulbs!

**Asthma** – a disease that makes it hard for some people to breathe.

**Asthma Trigger** – something that can cause a person to have a hard time breathing or an asthma attack. Examples: pet fur and feathers, air pollution, exercise, and cold air.

**Biomonitoring** – the act of using plants and animals to find out if there is pollution in our environment.

**Carbon Dioxide (CO₂)** – the gas that we breathe out all day and night long. Can also come from cars and factories. Plants need this gas to live.

**Carbon Monoxide (CO)** – a gas with no smell or taste. It comes from car, bus, plane, boat, and truck exhaust and can be very dangerous to our health.

**Clean Air Act** – a law our government passed in 1970 to help protect our air and clean it up, and guess what? It’s working! All of the actions taken because of the Clean Air Act are making our air cleaner each year.

**Habitat** – place where a plant or animal lives because it has all the food and shelter it needs there.

**Interview** – a way of asking someone questions (and listening for the answers) to find out something that you wanted to know.

**Lead** – a substance that can be dangerous and harm people if they breathe it in or eat it. Old paint can be loaded with lead and we breathe it in when people burn homes and furniture with old paint.

**Milkweed** – a common plant in Wisconsin that can be harmed by the air pollutant ozone.

**Nitrogen** – a gas that is the most common ingredient in the air.

**Nitrogen Oxide (NOx)** – a type of gas from car, truck, and bus exhaust. It can be hard to breathe if there is too much of it in the air.

**Oxygen** – the gas we all need to live! We breathe it into our bodies to keep them working properly. Oxygen makes our muscles, organs, and brains work.

**Ozone** – a pollutant that forms when VOCs and NOx bake in sunlight and heat. Ozone can irritate our eyes, nose, and throat when we breathe it in. In Wisconsin ozone forms only in the warm summer months.

**Particle Pollution** – made up of teeny tiny particles such as dust, pollen, or droplets that float around in the air. They are so small you cannot see them. Particle pollution can form all year long in Wisconsin!

**Pollution** – anything in the environment that should not be there and makes the land, water, and air dirty. Can include dust, litter, or chemicals.

**Power Plant** – a building and machinery that makes electricity and from where we get most of our energy.

**Stipple** – a small black or dark colored polka-dot on the top of a milkweed leaf caused by too much ozone in the air.

**Sulfur Dioxide (SO₂)** – an air pollutant that comes from power plants, industries, and volcanoes. It is unhealthy to breathe, but it can also be used to keep fruit fresh!

**Volatile Organic Compound (VOCs)** – pollutants from car exhaust, factories, and even paint, markers, and nail polish remover. VOCs can smell funny.
Across
3 This plant can show us if ozone levels are high
6 Teeny tiny things, too small for us to see, that float around in the air – can be made up of dust, pollen or droplets
9 When this is good we breathe easily
10 Three-letter name for the color-coded scale that tells us about the quality of the air
12 This is a gas we all need to live – we breathe it in all day and all night
13 A small dark polka-dot on the upper side of a milkweed leave from air pollution
14 Type of building where most of our energy comes from
16 For example: pet fur and feathers, cold air, exercise, or air pollution

Down
1 Anything in our environment that should not be there and makes the land, air, and water dirty
2 Even if we cannot see it, this can be floating around in our air making it dirty
4 Our government passed this in 1970 to help keep the air clean
5 Three letters that stand for a chemical that can smell really funny – in markers, paint, or nail polish remover
7 Using plants and animals to see if there is pollution in our environment
8 A warning system used to tell people when air pollution is high
11 This forms when VOCs and NOx bake in the sun and summer heat
15 A disease that makes it hard for some people to breathe and can be triggered by high levels of air pollution
Evaluation

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this evaluation form. We want to hear from you and appreciate all of your comments! Please send evaluations to Air, Air Everywhere Evaluation, Wisconsin DNR – AM/7, PO Box 7921, Madison, WI, 53707-7921; e-mail DNRAirEducation@wi.gov, or fax (608) 267-0560.

1. Grades Taught: ____________________________

2. Overall, how would you rate this activity guide compared to others you have used? Why?
   Superior 5 4 3 2 1 Inferior

3. Was the activity appropriate for the grade(s) you teach?
   Too basic 5 4 3 2 1 Too advanced

4. Were the learning objectives reached during the activity/activities?
   No, none 1 yes, some 2 yes, all 3 yes, exceeded 4

5. Did your students enjoy the activity/activities?
   Hated it 1 2 3 4 5 Loved it

6. Did you find the Introduction section useful?
   Did not read it 1 2 3 4 5 Learned so much, I read it twice!

7. Did the Teacher’s Supplement before the activity/activities give you enough information to answer questions and lead the activity/activities?
   No, not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Yes, I felt extremely prepared

8. Were the activities written so they could be easily understood and successfully completed?
   Very inadequate 1 2 3 4 5 Too much information

9. Please list the activity/activities you taught, and grade them (A–F). Also add any comments you have about the activity/activities.
   Activity: ____________________________ Grade: ________ Comments: ____________________________
   ________________________________________ ___________________________________________
   ________________________________________ ___________________________________________
   ________________________________________ ___________________________________________
   ________________________________________ ___________________________________________
   ________________________________________ ___________________________________________

10. Any other comments?

Please fill out the information at the right if you would like to be added to our DNR Education Listserv. E-mail updates are sent out quarterly to keep you informed of any upcoming conferences, workshops or new resources available.

You can also sign up on-line by visiting us at dnr.wi.gov and clicking on the “subscribe to DNR updates” button.
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Air Quality Index Values

Levels of Health Concern Colors

0 to 50: Green
51 to 100: Yellow
101 to 150: Orange
151 to 200: Red

When the AQI is in this range: . . . air quality is: . . . as shown by this color:
### Air Quality Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Quality Index Values</th>
<th>Levels of Health Concern</th>
<th>Colors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When the AQI is in this range:</td>
<td>... air quality is:</td>
<td>... as shown by this color:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 50</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 to 100</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 to 150</td>
<td>Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 to 200</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>